For In this note we describe the ideal lc of unoriented cobordism classes [ M"} -\G\[ M"/G], where G is a finite group acting on M so that M -» M/G is a |G|-fold smooth branched covering of closed smooth manifolds.
We follow Brand [1] in defining branched covering, including a smoothness condition:
Definition.
A branched covering is a smooth map /: M" -> N" between closed smooth manifolds which is finite-to-one and open. The singular set is the set of points of M at which F is not a local homeomorphism, and the branch set Bf is the image under / of the singular set. We assume that Bf is a smoothly embedded codimension 2 submanifold of N.
Let B"k~2 be a component of f~lB,. Then, on a neighborhood of Bk, f is locally isomorphic to the map D"~2 X D2 -» Z>"~2 X D2: (x, z) -» (x, zA). The number k is called the local branching degree. For more details, see Stong [5] .
Note that M -f~1Bf-^> N -Bf is an unbranched covering. If M and N are path-connected and if ti^N -Bj)/-nx{M -f lBf) -G, a finite group with \G\ = deg/, then G acts on M, freely on M -f~lBf, with cyclic isotropy groups, and M -» M/G = N is the branched covering.
Conversely, if G acts on M with cyclic isotropy groups such that {x e M: Gx # {1}} is a codimension 2 submanifold of M, then M -> M/G is a branched covering. If Fk is a component of the fixed point set of Zk c G, then k is the local branching degree on Fk.
Notation. If G = Zd, then we write Id for IG. We write R/>(«,,_nk) to mean the real projective space of the bundle yn © • • • © yn sitting over RP"1 X • • • X RP"\ where yn is the standard line bundle over RP" ' [6] .
In §2, we determine IG in unoriented cobordism ?c* for all finite groups G. We begin by noting the following reduction of the problem:
Proposition
A. // G is a finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S, then IG = Is in Stong [6] shows that I2 = 8,,{a e 9c": w['(a) = 0} in Hi *.
Proposition B. For s > 1, Ir = ®"{a e 9Í,,: w[wn_¡(a) -0,1 </'<«} in ")l*. Proposition C. 7/5 is ö 2-group containing Z2 X Z2, then Is = 0 /« 9c*.
If 5 is a nonabelian 2-group that does not contain Z2 X Z2, then S is a generalized quaternion group. Therefore, we finish our study with the following: Let <28 = {±1, ±i, ±j, ±ij) be the quaternion group, let M" -» M"/Qs be a branched covering and let F"~2 be the fixed point set. Then, F=/I2U5/UC/U Z), , where A2 is the fixed point set of Z2 in Q8, Bi is the fixed point set of (/') in Qg, etc.
(j) gives us a Z4 action on the normal bundle of B¡, v -> B, such that Z2 c Z4 acts trivially on B and as multiplication by -1 in the fibers of v. Also, Z4/Z2 = Z2 acts freely on B.
Beem [2] supplies us with a classifying space for such bundles: Write Cx = R°° + jRx. Then j acts on C00 by multiplication. There is an induced action on y2 -* B02(Cx) such that Z2 c (j) acts trivially on BO(Cx) and as multiplication by -1 in the fibers of y2. We can classify a free Z2 action by a map into [Sx, -1]. Thus, the desired classifying space is B02(Cx) X Sx/Z2. Beem [2] determines that H*(B02(Cx) X S»/Z2;Z2) = Z2\w"w2,a\/(a2wx), where w,, w2 are the universal classes which generate H*(B02; Z2) and a generates H*(RPX;Z2). We have the following commutative diagram:
The classes w, and w2 pull back to u, and u\ in H*(B\ Z2), where w(ï') = 1 + m, + w2. Note that w, = 0 because y -> Z? is a complex vector bundle. Thus, wuu2j[B] = 0 for all a, j since these numbers come from B/Z2. We obtain the same result for A,C, and/).
In fact, for A we can say more. There is a ö8 action on y2 -» B02(Hx) induced by multiplication such that Z2 c Q^ acts trivially on B02(Hx) and as multiplication by -1 in the fibers of y2. We have such an action oni< -* A ; also, Q^/Z2 -Z2 X Z2 acts freely on A. Such an action can be classified by a map into [Sx X Sx; -1 X 1,1 X -1]. Thus, we have a classifying space for A/Z2 X Z2, namely B02(Hx) X Sx X Sx/i X -1 X 1, j X 1 X -1, and H*(B02(Hx) X Sx X Sx/Z2 X Z2; Z2) = We find an indecomposable [RF(0,2/ + 1,2/ + 1, m)\, m > Aj + 3, in dimension n > 9 if n is not of the form 2s -3, 2f -2, 2s -1, or 2s. Also, if « is of this form, then [RF(2j + 1,2/ -1-1, «,, n2)], Aj + 5 + «, + n2 = n, is decomposable.
